


We are Jeanine and Pim , proud owners of Amstel Boathouse . Five

years ago we decided to take the step of opening a restaurant and

event location on the Amstel .

Reason : we missed a place where you can meet in a relaxed way -

with friends , business associates or business groups . A place with an

informal atmosphere , a living room feeling , a beautiful bright place

where you can be yourself without frills . A place where it 's all about

the guests and therefore about you . 'Your place on the Amstel '

 

From dinners , product presentations , parties , weddings , meetings ,

board meetings to team drinks . . . Together with our team we make

sure that your event runs smoothly and that your guests leave 100%

satisfied . Just like you of course !

Amstel Boathouse is situated in a beautiful location just outside the

bustle of the city , in the middle of Martin Luther King Park and has a

rich history of more than 130 years . After a thorough renovation in

2016 , the former Miranda Pavilion has been transformed into an

attractive restaurant with a large terrace , a covered veranda and an

event location with eight different rooms . In addition , the location

has its own jetty on the Amstel River and a parking lot where our

guests can park for free based on availability . Amstel Boathouse is

located just steps away from RAI Station and Amstel Station . Walk

within 15 minutes to our restaurant or take a cab and you are within

three minutes on the doorstep .

In this brochure you will find our possibilities for your event . Please

feel free to contact us ; Loïs and Britt are happy to talk and think

along with you !

WELCOME AT AMSTEL BOATHOUSE
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The Wapen van Amsterdam is a

characteristic space with authentic details .

The room has its own entrance via French

doors to a small private terrace . The Wapen

van Amsterdam can be combined with the

Waterland .

Capacities:
U-shape

Carre

Round tables

Theatre 

Reception

Size room : 80m2 

 

WAPEN VAN AMSTERDAM
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Owing to the glass roof , the Waterland is a

wonderfully light space . Because of the

open appearance and the contact with

outside , the Waterland is a nice

tremendous place to stay throughout the

year . The space is ideal for beautiful

dinners , ceremonies , meetings and various

parties . The Waterland is also equipped

with its own entrance , cloakroom and

terrace . The space can be combined with

the Hollandse Tuin .

Capacities:
U-shape

Round tables

Theatre

Reception

Size room : 105m2 

WATERLAND
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The Hollandse Tuin is suitable for

creative meetings , but also for a cozy

drink or private party . With its own

entrance , terrace ,

cloakroom and bar , the Hollandse

Tuin has everything .

The space can be combined with the

Waterland . It ’s also possible to

expand the space with the Wapen

van Amsterdam , which increases the

capacity even further .

Capacities:
U-shape

Round tables

Theatre

Reception

Size room : 105m2 

HOLLANDSE TUIN
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The Batavia overlooks the greenery of

Martin Luther King Park and has plenty

of natural light because of its high

glass ceiling . Despite the many

windows , the space is cozy and

pleasant for smaller groups . For

example , this space can accommodate

a reception or ceremony for about 40

people . As well as a cozy dinner with

round or long tables . It is also possible

to combine the space with the space

"Dutch Garden" during the party . This

space is often used for a photobooth or

a cozy seating area .

Capacities:
U-shape

Rond tables

Theatre

Reception

Size room : 55m2

BATAVIA
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The Oranjezaal is a classic spacious

room with its own bar . This space is very

suitable for large dinners and weddings ,

as well as conferences and business

meetings . It can be combined with the

Hollandia by means of an open wall . This

combination then becomes extremely

suitable for large parties . At the

Oranjezaal there is a completely new

roof terrace with a capacity for 60

people , with a beautiful view of the park

and the Amstel .

Capacities:
U-shape

School

Round tables

Theatre

Reception

Roof terrace

Size room : 150m2

ORANJEZAAL
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The Hollandia room is situated on the

first floor with its own balcony

overlooking the Amstel . The small

space adjacent to the Hollandia is

Boardroom de Pimpel , where a small

group can meet . Or , for example ,

speakers could prepare themselves .

The Hollandia can also be combined

with the Oranjezaal .

Capacities:
U-shape

Round tables

Theatre

Reception

Size room : 125m2

HOLLANDIA
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The Pimpel is the boardroom of Amstel

Boathouse , and perfect for

meetings , brainstorm sessions and small

conferences . It ’s modernly furnished ,

with comfortable fauteuils , and can be

combined with the Hollandia . 

Capacities:
Board

Size room: 25m2

PIMPEL 
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In the restaurant you can enjoy the

view of the Amstel . The restaurant is

homely and tastefully decorated

with a unique terrace and a covered

veranda on the Amstel just outside

the bustle of the city . Leave the

hustle and bustle of the city for

what it is and enjoy a light lunch ,

drinks or a sumptuous dinner . On

request we rent the restaurant

exclusively .

Capacities:
Dinner

Reception

Size restaurant : 133m2

RESTAURANT
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Right next to the restaurant is the Serre . A

fine and bright space that is very suitable for

a semi-private lunch or dinner . If desired , a

reception can also be held here for a small

group . In addition , the Serre is a great place

to gather after a funeral at Zorgvlied , 

Capacities:
Long tables

Reception

Size room : 52m2

SERRE
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FLOOR PLAN
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With eight multifunctional rooms , the

possibilities are endless . We host all kinds of

gatherings from corporate to private , from

meetings to weddings .

SERVICE FEES ROOMS:
Below ground

- Halve Maen 

- Wapen van Amsterdam 

- Waterland 

- Hollandse Tuin

- Batavia

First floor

- Oranjezaal (incl .  roof terrace)

- Hollandia 

- Pimpel 

COMBINATION
Many of our rooms can be combined up to 1

large room ,  but we can also ,  for example ,  create

1 large conference location with several break

outs .  Ask for the options and prices of the

combination halls .

TECHNIQUE
Our location is equipped with basic technical

equipment .  For larger projects we work with our

different suppliers ,  but you can ,  of course ,  also

work with your own supplier .

Beamer and screen small

Beamer and screen big

Lcd screen 65 inch 

SERVICE FEES

€ 350 ,00

€ 550 ,00

€ 700 ,00

€ 700 ,00

€ 375 ,00

€ 850 ,00

€ 700 ,00

€ 175 ,00

€ 50 ,00

€ 127 ,50

€ 150 ,00
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4 hours arrangement 

4 hours arrangement with lunch

8 hours arrangement 

Our meeting packages are all-in , including :

- Coffee , tea and water included .

- Treat on arrival

- Sweet morning break

- Amstel Boathouse lunch

- Savory afternoon break

- Service charges

- Flipchart

- WiFi access

- Room decor as desired

LUNCH
Up to 10 people , guests can have lunch a la

carte . From 10 to 20 persons a choice of our

reduced lunch menu is possible and above

20 persons we serve our sandwich lunch

consisting of white and brown rolls with

various fillings , a fresh salad and a small

glass of soup .

DRINKS
Want to have a drink after the meeting? Our

meeting packages can be extended with an

hour of drinks . Ask us for the possibilities . 

MEETINGS
€ 37 ,50

€ 49 ,50

€ 59 ,50
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Amstel Boathouse

Amsteldijk 223

1079LK Amsterdam

+31(0)20 22 11 505

info@amstelboathouse .nl

www .amstelboathouse .nl


